POSIION DESCRIPTION:
The New Graduate/Engineer-in-Training (EIT) is an entry-level position, primarily responsible for coordinating projects and providing building science recommendations and consultative engineering services to senior project managers. Working primarily on existing structures with building enclosure failures, the EIT will conduct building enclosure condition assessments and lead subsequent repair and rehabilitation efforts. Work requires frequent interpretation of data, goals, and objectives and discussion of problems with various individuals or groups to resolve problematic situations.

The majority of work for this role will focus on construction site field review and project coordination. This position naturally leads to Professional Engineering licensure and a Project Manager role as experience and responsibilities are increased over time.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- Bachelor’s degree in engineering. Preference for majors in architectural, civil, mechanical or structural engineering.
- Strong communication skills: written, verbal, and sketching.
- Coursework or prior work experience in the field of building technology or building science will be highly beneficial to the ideal applicant
- Eligibility for EIT licensure required.

SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES:
- Strong initiative and ability to manage time and projects independently
- Knowledge and application of engineering theory
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills and a professional public demeanor.
- Excellent attention to detail
- Good ability to shift focus between changing priorities